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Abstract. We prove that the three-dimensional Ising model in a random
magnetic field exhibits long-range order at zero temperature and small
disorder. Hence the lower critical dimension for this model is two (or less) and
not three as has been suggested by some.

1. Introduction

Consider the Ising model in a random magnetic field. With spins σt = ± 1 for i in a
rectangle ΛcΊLά, the Hamiltonian is

H+(Λ)= Σ iO-^ )- Σ iVί (LI)
<!,./> :ίeΛor jeΛ ίeΛ

Here we take plus boundary conditions, σt = ί for iφA\ <ij> denotes a nearest
neighbor pair; and ht is a random magnetic field. We suppose that the ht are
independent random variables, each Gaussian with mean zero and variance
</I?> = ε2.

We present a rigorous proof that in dimension d = 3, this model exhibits long-
range order at zero temperature and small disorder ε. Specifically, we prove that
with probability 1 — exp( — 0(ε~2)), uniformly in Λ, σ0 = 1 in the ground state of
H+(A). This resolves the controversy over the value of the lower critical dimension
for the random-field Ising model, at least at T= 0. The lower critical dimension, db

is the dimension above which long-range ferromagnetic order can exist. Our result
establishes that άλ ̂  2, ruling out dz = 3, which was argued for by some authors. The
behavior of the model in two dimensions remains an open question, although it is
generally believed that there is no long-range order at any temperature, including
T=Q. If this is so, then dt = 2at zero temperature. In one dimension, Berretti [1]
has shown that there is no long-range order at T=0.
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Imry and Ma [2] originally argued that dt ̂  2 as follows. In a region of linear
dimension L, the typical fluctuation of magnetic field energy should be of the order
of Ld/2, while the energy of a domain wall surrounding the region is of the order of
Ld~1. (A domain wall or contour is defined to be a connected (d— l)-dimensional
hypersurface separating a region of plus spins from a region of minus spins.) Thus
field fluctuations should destroy any long-range order in d>2; also in d = 2 by
considering all possible L. It seemed reasonable to believe dl = 2, though as pointed
out in [3], other mechanisms might destroy order in higher dimensions.

Other arguments were subsequently put forward for dl = 3. Chief among these
is the correspondence between random systems in d dimensions and the corre-
sponding pure systems in d-2 dimensions. Since άλ—\ is the nonrandom Ising
model, we would have dt = 3 in the random version. The correspondence was
derived by Parisi and Sourlas [4,5] using supersymmetry; nonperturbative [6,7]
and rigorous [8] versions were subsequently given. These authors considered
scalar field theories rather than Ising models. The Parisi-Sourlas correspondence
is exact only in the case of unique solutions to the classical equations of motion, as
was pointed out in [5]. This excludes the case of most interest for the Ising model at
low temperature, since the desired interaction potential is nonconvex. Neverthe-
less, the correspondence may be of relevance in a disordered phase, where it would
be reasonable to assume a convex potential.

Arguments based on the roughness of the interface were put forward for dl = 3
[9,10] and for dt = 2 [11-13]. For comprehensive reviews of theoretical, numer-
ical, and experimental work on the lower critical dimension of the random-field
Ising model, see [3].

Chalker [16] and Fisher et al. [14] give important extensions of the Imry-Ma
argument which will be important in our proof. In an approximation in which
there are no contours (domain walls) within contours, they proved that the model
is ordered for d > 2. This entails considering all possible contours surrounding the
origin, and proving that with large probability, none of them encloses a net field
exceeding the surface area. They used coarse-grained contours to take advantage
of the fact that many contours enclose essentially the same volume. We will need
coarse-grained contours also, for the same reason: There are too many contours to
allow for treating each one independently.

One could argue that the assumption of no contours within contours is
essentially what one is attempting to prove. But in fact one obtains that contours of
a certain size are rare, assuming only that smaller contours are rare and that they
can be neglected. The idea that one can work inductively from smaller to larger
contours will be an important ingredient in our proof. Recently Krey [18] has
argued that contours within contours play a role in shifting dl to 3, in contrast to
our results.

Frόhlich and Imbrie [15] and Berretti [1] have considered the random-field
Ising model at large disorder. They prove that in any dimension, if the disorder is
large enough, then there is no long-range order. The results of [15] are uniform as
Γ->0. Thus the present paper establishes the existence of a zero temperature
transition from long-range order to absence of long-range order, as the disorder is
increased.
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It is worth remarking that with minor modifications our proof should be valid
in any dimension d > 2. Also, the choice of a Gaussian distribution for the magnetic
fields is inessential. Any continuous, symmetric distribution with Gaussian fall-off
would be easy to handle, and other distributions could probably be treated with
some additional work. We are also optimistic about obtaining a proof valid for
small temperatures, not just T=0. Such a proof would combine the expansion
methods of [15] with the methods of the present paper.

Results. In stating our main results, we use the following notation. We let Pr(E)
denote the probability of the event E, with respect to the measure

dμ(h) = Π [(2πe2)" 1/2e"*?/2e2dfcJ . (1.2)
ieZ3

If F is a function of the magnetic fields, we let F denote its expectation with respect
to this measure. Let σmιn(Λ+) denote the spin configuration of minimum energy
H+(Λ). This is unique, with probability 1, because any two energies are linearly
independent functions of [h^ieΛ, and the probability that they are equal is zero.
Let Λ denote a rectangular parallelepiped centered at the origin 0 e Z3, and let Λn

denote the cube of (2« -f I)3 sites centered at the origin. Let η be any small constant,
say η = 1/4. We state two theorems: the main theorem on long-range order, then a
theorem on the decay of dμ(/z)-correlations between ground state spins. We assume
throughout that ε is small.

Theorem 1.1 (Long-Range Order). There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any
ί e Έ? and any A,

Pτ(σfin(Λ+)= -l)^exp(-C/ε2). (1.3)

Consequently,

~~ C/ε2), (1.4)

σfn(Λ+)σf n(Λ+)^ 1 -4exp(- C/ε2). (1.5)

By the FKG inequality, the sequence {σ™in(Λ*)} is decreasing in n. Hence the
limit

lim σ™ίn(Λ*) = σ™m (1.6)
n-^oo

exists for each z'eZ3, with probability 1. Furthermore, the bounds (1.3)-(1.5) of
Theorem 1.1 hold for σmίn as well. Our methods also give us constructive control
over the rate of approach to the infinite volume limit. This will be discussed in more
detail in Sect. 6.

Theorem 1.2 (Decay of Correlations). There exists a constant C > 0 such that for
any ij e Z3,

C\ί-j\* ~^/£

2) . (1.7)

In the last theorem we could as well replace n1 ~η with nexp[ — c0(loglogrc)2],
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Main Ideas. We need to estimate the probability that Γ, a contour enclosing the
origin, appears as an outer contour in the ground state configuration σmm(/L+). (An
outer contour is one that is not surrounded by other contours.) Suppose that Γ is
an outer contour of the configuration σmin(A+). Let V(Γ) denote the volume
enclosed by Γ. The leading term in the expansion for H+(V(ΓJ) in the ground state
is

I/Ί+ Σ iV (1.8)
ieF(Γ)

This is what one would obtain if there were no contours y surrounded by Γ. Taking
(1.8) to be exact for the moment, we see that Γ can only occur if (1.8) is less than any
comparison energy in V(y). In particular (1.8) must be less than Σ — ̂ hi9 the

ieF(Γ)
energy H+(V(Γ)) of the configuration with no contours whatsoever in F(Γ), not
even Γ. We find that in the approximation of no contours within contours, Γ can
occur only if

\Γ\+ Σ Λ,^0. (1.9)
ieK(Γ)

As in the Imry-Ma argument, the probability that this happens is less than

in three dimensions. Even though there are exp(c|Γ|) contours of area |Γ|, it can be
shown [14] that with large probability, (1.9) is not satisfied for any Γ.

We intend to use a similar strategy, but making no approximations for the
ground state energy in F(Γ). One exact formula could be derived by adding to (1.8)
a term

Σp"(ny))-|βΣωiΛψ (1-11)

where y runs over the outermost of the contours surrounded by Γ in the ground
state in F(Γ). Here H~(V(y)) is evaluated at the ground state configuration
σmίn(F(y)~), with minus boundary conditions since ρ = — 1 between Γ and y.
Unfortunately (1.15) is not useful because of the nonlocal dependence on the h^s in
each term. In order to say whether or not y is in the ground state, one must know
the magnetic fields throughout F(Γ), even if y is small. Hence the statistical
analysis leading to the bound (1.10) cannot be made because of uncontrollable
dependence amongst the random variables.

To understand our local expansion, consider the simplest correction to (1.8)
arising from the smallest possible contours:

_Σ cv/y(-^ (U2)

Here

0, if y is not in the ground state in B(y)

with minus boundary conditions,

\y\~ Σ hί9 otherwise,
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and B(y) is a cube of diameter 8 centered at γ. The random variable ry(-h) is
defined in terms of a local ground state in B(y), hence it depends on the magnetic
fields only in a small neighborhood of y. We obtain the true ground state in V(Γ)
through successive local ground states in larger and larger regions. If larger
contours y' occur in the ground state, then in representing their effect, ry/, we have
to subtract the terms erroneously included in (1.12). This amounts to a comparison
of the ground state energy in V(γr) with the energy of some other configuration
involving smaller contours only - see definitions (3.1)-(3.3). We assume by
induction that we have good control over such comparisons, and attempt to prove
the required estimate for Γ also.

The complete expansion for the ground state energy in V(Γ) contains, in
addition to the terms in (1.8), a sum of the local random variables ry( - h) for all y
inside Γ. The comparison energy involves a sum of random variables rγ(h). Hence
the difference energy involves symmetrized variables rγ(h) — rγ( — h). Locality and
symmetry permits us to estimate these contributions in a manner analogous to the
field terms.

In order to avoid uncontrollable sums of ry's, we have to work with aggregate
variables incorporating the effect of all contours of specified diameter, area, and
volume that lie within a fixed cube B. Then in order to estimate the aggregate
variables, we use coarse-grained contours as in [14]. Difficulties arise in arranging
for the aggregate variables not to feel the contour Γ which is supposed to enclose
all contributing contours.

In the next section we define some generalized contours and introduce locally
favored contours. We also prove some lemmas on the geometrical relationship
between these contours, and on their relation to the true ground state. In the third
section we introduce the expansion for the ground state energy, and prove that it
can be rewritten in terms of aggregate variables. The fourth section is devoted to
the inductive estimates for these variables. In Sect. 5 we prove some entropy
estimates that were assumed in the previous section. In the final section, we prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, using the results of Sects. 2-5.

2. Contours and Local Ground States

In this section we establish some basic definitions for use in the remainder of the
paper. We introduce generalized contours which need not be connected in the
usual sense. The generalized notion of connectedness is tailored to the requirement
of our induction. We also introduce the concept of a favored contour, or a contour
present in a local ground state configuration. Favored contours are central to the
construction as we approximate the true ground state through local ground states
in successively larger regions.

Throughout Sects. 2-5 we fix a large rectangle A<^Έ? and restrict to
configurations with σ = 1 in Λc (plus boundary conditions) or with σ = — 1 in Ac

(minus boundary conditions).
The distance between sites ij e Έ? is given by

|/-/Ί=max|ί -j |. (2.1)
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>2
k+l

B(r)

Fig. 1. The box that the contour y belongs to

v(r)

Fig. 2. The volume enclosed by y, and the volume

V(y)

Consider a subset FcZ3, and consider spin configurations σ in Fwith σ = 1 in
(Fn/L)c. The contours of the configuration in Fare the connected components of
the set of all plaquettes of the dual lattice separating a nearest neighbor pair of sites
<ij> with (7^=-!.

The components of F may have several boundary components. However we
will never have to consider configurations with contours surrounding a compo-
nent of Vc.

Let y be any union of contours. Then we define k(y) by the inequalities

2fcω ̂  diam(y) < 2k /c(y) e TL . (2.2)

We associate to each contour y a cube B(y) of diameter 2 f e+3 containing γ. The
center of £(y) is chosen to be a fixed point near γ. We take the point of 2kZ3

maximizing distfy, dB(yJ), and if there are several then we choose the first one (say
in a lexicographic ordering of Z3). We have that dist(y, dB(y))>2k+1 (see Fig. 1).
We label such boxes by the site x e 2k%3 at the center and by the scale of 7, for
example B(y) = Bk x for fc(y) = fe. We write y -^Bk x if B(y) = Bk X9 and say y belongs
toBk,x.

If Γ is any union of disjoint contours, we define F(Γ), the volume enclosed by Γ,
to be the collection of sites with σt = — 1 in an associated spin configuration. The
associated spin configuration is defined in the obvious way by putting σ= 1 at oo
and changing the sign of σ across each component of Γ. We use | | to denote the
cardinality of a set, thus |Γ| is the area of Γ and |F(Γ)| is the number of sites en-
closed by Γ (see Fig. 2).
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We will also need a slightly smaller volume,

F(Γ) = {ie F(Γ): all nearest neighbors of i are in F(Γ)} .

The outer contours in a region Fare the contours Γ such that F(Γ)<£ F(Γ') for
any other contour Γ' in F

So far all contours have been connected. We now join to each outer contour
some of the contours it encloses. Fix Γ0, an outer contour in F. Consider the outer
contours in F(Γ0); denote them by yα, α = 1,2,.... We say that yα is connected to yβ if

fc(y/?)} + 3 ψe say fjjat y^ js connected to Γ0 if

),Γ0)^2^ + 3 or if |yα|^22(N(Γo)-*o),

where we define

ΛΓ(Γ) = 2+ |log2ffi^ I (2.3)

and where JV0 is an integer constant to be determined later. Here [x] denotes the
largest integer less than or equal to x, for x > 0, [x] = 0 otherwise. We define Γx to
be the union of Γ0 and all yα connected directly or indirectly to Γ0 via the above
relations. We repeat the process for Γl5 adding all yα connected directly or indirectly
to /i using the above relations with Γ0 replaced by Γx. [There can be some new
outer contours added because N(Γι) can be less than N(Γ0).'] This defines Γ2, and
we continue in this fashion to define Γ3, Γ4, etc. until JV(fJ) stabilizes. The result is
Γ(Γ0), and is called the external contour associated with the outer contour Γ0.

We apply this process to each outer contour in F Due to the holes punched in
F(Γ0), there may be some contours Γ left with F(Γ)C Fx - F\U K(Γ(Γ0tβ)). (Here

\«
{Γ0 α} are the outer contours in F) We repeat the above constructions with F
replaced by F^ We obtain more external contours Γ(Γ0) and a residual volume F2.
Eventually the process stops and all of the contours 7 in F are either part of an
external contour or else F(y) C F(Γ) for some external contour Γ. In the latter case
they are called internal contours (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. External and internal contours in V. Shaded regions denote V(γ) for external contours y.
Dashed contours are internal contours
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We remark that no external contour Γ has internal contours in V(Γ)
surrounding components of F(Γ)C. Thus V(Γ) satisfies the condition we assumed
for F

If Γ0 belongs to Bk x then we say that the external contour Γ(Γ0) belongs to Bkx

and we write Γ(Γo)^>BkίX.
In all these constructions we have been assuming σ= 1 in (Vr\A)c\ they can of

course be repeated for the case σ——\ in (Vr^Af. The choice of boundary
condition will always be understood or explicitly stated.

The ground state configuration in a region Fwith plus boundary conditions is
the configuration minimizing

H+(V)=
ίeV

(2.5)

under the constraint σ = 1 in (Vr\A)c. If there is more than one minimum we choose
arbitrarily one minimizing the number of sites with σt = — 1 (the choice can depend
only on Fand on h\V).

An external contour Γ is said to be favored in V+ if it is an external contour of
the ground state configuration in V with plus boundary conditions. We have
analogous definitions when V has minus boundary conditions.

An external contour Γ is said to be favored ( + ) if it is favored in B(Γ) +. It is
favored (—) if it is favored in B(Γ)~. The notion of favored depends only on Γ and
on h \B(Γ). Thus it is a local definition depending only a local ground state. Our
statistical analysis depends on a reduction to such local notions. Locality makes
the corresponding random variables almost independent.

An external contour Γ is said to be maximal (£F+) if it is favored ( + ), if
V(Γ) £ F, and if no other favored (+) external contour Γ satisfies V(Γ) £ F(Γ') £ F
We say Γ is maximal (g F+) if it is favored ( + ), if F(Γ)g Fand if no other favored
(+) external contour Γ satisfies F(Γ) £ F(ΓO £ F Such a Γ has F(Γ) contained in,
but not equal to, F Similarly we have external contours that are maximal (£ F~)
or maximal (£ F~). Note that these maximality notions are defined in terms of all
conceivable favored ( + ) external contours, not just those in any particular
configuration.

We conclude this section with two lemmas on the structure of favored and
maximal external contours (see also Fig. 4).

o

V
Fig. 4. A possible collection of favored (+) external contours in V, with γl9 y2 maximal (g F+). The
pairs on the right cannot depict favored (+) external contours; they are not nested
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Lemma 2.1. The favored ( + ) external contours are nested, in the sense that any pair
of favored ( + ) external contours ( y ί 9 y 2 ) satisfies one of the following conditions:

(i) y 1ny 2 = 0αroϊK(y1)n7(y2) = 0,
(ii) V(y1)cV(y2)orV(y2)CV(yΐ).

Lemma 2.2. Let V=Λ or V= V(Γ) for Γ any favored ( — ) external contour. The
external contours favored in V+ are the external contours that are maximal (£ V+}.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. We may as well assume that k(γ2) ^ fc(yι). Suppose that these
contours are not nested. Then dist(y1,y2) — 0? and since

dist(y2, B(y2}
c) > 2fc(y > diam(y t

we have that V(γί)cB(y2). In order to arrive at a contradiction, we prove that
y2 is not in fact an external contour of the ground state configurations in B(y2)

 + .
Let us represent a configuration in B(y2)

+ by specifying the subset
S = {i e B(y2), σt= — I}. Denote the ground state configuration in B(y2)

+ by Smin

(y2 is supposed to be an external contour of this configuration). Let S(y1) be the set
of all sites ieV(γί) with σt= — 1 in the ground state configuration in B(y^) + . We
claim that the configuration SmίnuS(yί) has lower energy than the configuration
Smin Supposing this to be true, we note that any i e V(y J with a nearest neighbor
J e V(y\)c must be in S(γ1). If γl9 γ2 are not nested, then at least one such site is in
V(y2Y with a nearest neighbor in V(γ2) (see Fig. 5). This means that the
corresponding plaquette in y2 would not be part of the contours of Sf

minuS(y1).
Hence y2 could not have been an external contour of the ground state in B(γ2)9 and
we have the desired contradiction.

It remains for us to show that Smin^jS(yi) has lower energy than Smin. We need
to label the portions of contour involved in this comparison. We divide
SSmίn\dS(yi) into two sections : A which is the part in S(y1)

c

y and C which is the part
in S(γι) - see Fig. 6. Similarly we divide 3S(y1)\flSmin into two parts: B which is the
part in Smin, and D which is the part in 5 în. Finally we divide dSminndS(y1) into
two parts: E which is the part in SmίnuS(y2) and F which is the rest. [We say that a
plaquette is in W if both of the sites separated by the plaquette are in W. We have

Cr
^—^/o

B(r2)

Fig. 5. The site i is in V(γ2)(^V(γ1) and is adjacent to V(y2)
c and to V(γί)

c. It shows that plaquette p
could not have been part of y2
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Fig. 6. The sections of contours bounding 5min and S(γ1)

that A^jC = dSmί1\dS(γ1) because any plaquette in dSmίn which is neither in S(γi)
nor in S(γi)

c must be in dS(y1). Similarly we have BuD = dS(y1)\dSmίnJ]
We define the energy of the configuration S (normalized to zero for S = 0) to be

(2.6)
ieS

We claim that

^minuS(7l)) - ^(Smin) = *(S(y 0) - f(S(γ ^Smin) -2\E\. (2.7)

This is easily verified from the equalities

)= Σ A
ieS(n)

in)= Σ
ί6S(yι)nSmin

Recall that S(yί) is the collection of minus sites in V(γι) in the ground state
configuration in B(γ1)

 + . It must also be the collection of minus sites in the ground
state configuration in S(yι)+, since any preferred configuration could be extended
to all of B(yι)9 achieving the same gain in energy or the same reduction in the
number of minus sites. Therefore,

f(S(γ1)^f(S(y1)nSml^, (2.8)

S(y1) being the configuration of lowest energy in S(y1). As argued above,
SCyJζfSmin (non-nestedness of y1, y2)

 so that these two configurations are distinct.
Therefore we must have strict inequality, because equality would mean that
S(71)nSmin would have been selected as ground state configuration due to its
smaller number of minus sites.

Combining this information with (2.7), we obtain

n), (2.9)

which completes the proof of the lemma. D
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Proof of Lemma 2.2. The proof is based on the same type of argument as was used
in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Namely, if S2 is the ground state configuration in F2

+,
and Sl C V2 is the ground state configuration in F^, then Sί CS2. This statement
can be proven in the same manner that we proved that ^(Sf

minuS(y1))<(f(Sιnin)
above.

We remark that any external contour 7 favored in V+ satisfies (B(γ)nΛ)C V.
This is clear if V=Λ. If V=V(Γ) for some favored (-) contour Γ then
dist(J3(y),Γ)>2k+3 (otherwise part of 7 would have been incorporated into Γ).
Hence B(y) C V in the second case. We remark also that all contours satisfy
V(Γ)cΛ9 hence in both cases VgA.

Let 7 be an external contour favored in F+, and let us prove that it is favored
( + ), i.e. favored in (B(y)r\A) + . If S(F) is the ground state configuration in V+ and
5(7) is the ground state configuration in (B(y)nΛ)+, then S(γ)cS(V). Fur-
thermore, any component of S(F) that is contained in B(y)r\Λ is contained in S(y).
In particular, the two configurations agree in V(γ0) (where 70 is the outer contour
for 7) and at sites bordering V(γ0). Thus S(γ) is obtained by removing from S(F)
some components of minus sites that do not intersect or border on F(y0). Such an
operation cannot change the fact that 7 is an external contour. Hence 7 is favored

Next we show that if 7 is maximal ( g V + ) then it is favored in V + . As before we
have that S(γ)cS(V). Suppose there is a site ieS(F), ieV(y)c, i adjacent to 7(7).
Consider the component C of S(F) containing i. C contains also a site in V(γ)
adjacent to i, because sites in V(y) bordering on V(y)c are in S(y). We have that
Cc F(7') for some external contour / favored in V+. By our analysis above, y' is
favored ( + ). By Lemma 2.1, 7 and y' are nested. However, since F(7θnF(7)Φ0,
F(7θn F(7)c Φ 0, this is only possible if V(y) £ V(y/). See Fig. 7. This contradicts the
fact that 7 is maximal (£ F+). Hence no such site i exists.

We have learned that σt = l for ΐeF(7)c adjacent to V(γ). Hence any
component of S(V) intersecting 7(y0) is contained in 5(7). [Here 70 is the outer
contour for 7.] Thus the two configurations agree in V(γQ) and at sites adjacent to
F(70). The only way that 7 could fail to be an external contour of the ground state
configuration in F+ is if y0 were an internal contour. In other words, we would
have F(7)g V(y") for some external contour y" favored in F+. But as before, this

Fig. 7. The existence of a component C of minus spins in the ground state configuration in V +

demonstrates that y is not maximal (£ F+)
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would imply that y" is favored ( + ), contradicting maximality of y. Thus γ is
actually favored in V+.

To complete the proof of the lemma, we have to show that if γ is favored in F+,
then y is maximal (£ F+). We have already shown that y is favored ( + ). If γ were
not maximal (g F+), then we would have F(y)^ F(y9 with y' maximal (£ F+). We
have just shown that y' is favored in V+. But then y could not be an external
contour of the ground state configuration in F+ - external contours have dis-
joint enclosed volumes. Hence y must actually be maximal (Q V+). D

3. An Expansion for the Ground State Energy

This section is devoted to a definition of some random variables that depend on the
magnetic fields in a local fashion, and to a proof that the ground state energy can be
expanded in terms of these variables.

Define for VgΛ

i*,. (3.1)
σ\V lev

The second term normalizes this ground state energy to zero in the case that the
minimizing configuration has no contours. Next we define

E+(V)= Σ H^(V(y)) (3.2)
ymaximal(£F + )

0 , if y is not favored ( + ) ,

otherwise.

and

We have the following interpretation of E+(F).

Proposition 3.1. E+(F) — Σ 2^1 Z5 the energy H+(V) of a spin configuration in V
ieF

with plus boundary conditions, obtained as follows. In each F(y), y a maximal (^ F+)
external contour, we put σ = σmιn(F(y)+), where σmm(F(y)+) is the ground state
configuration in F(y) with plus boundary conditions. Elsewhere we put σ = 1. As a
consequence, we have

ry^0. (3.4)

Proof. We remark that the spin configuration of the proposition is well defined
because volumes enclosed by maximal (g F+) external contours do not intersect
(Lemma 2.1). Furthermore, the maximal (£ F+) external contours do not intersect
(Lemma 2.1). Hence #+(F) splits into a sum of if+(F(y))'s and the energy of the
spin configuration above is equal to

Σ inf #+(F(y))- Σ ίΛ*
y maximal (£K + ) ^ΓF(y) ieF,t£F(y)

for y maximal (£F + )

miΠ ieF

-ΣiΛί (3-5)
ieF
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We have used the definitions (3.1), (3.2).
The inequality (3.4) follows because H^in(V)— Σ 2^ is the minimum energy;

ieV

the energy of the configuration in the proposition must be at least as large. Hence
V). D

Proposition 3.1 allows us to interpret rγ as the amount that the energy can be
lowered in V(γ) by extending the ensemble of allowed configurations to include y.
Next we derive telescoping expansions for H în(F), E+(V) in terms of the ry's.

Proposition 3.2. The following expansions hold for V=Λor V= V(Γ) with Γ favored

H^(V)= Σ rγ, (3.6)
y : V ( y ) g V

E + (V) = Σ ry. (3.7)

Proof. If V= F(Γ) with Γ favored ( + ), then these two statements are equivalent, by
(3.3), since the two expansions differ by rΓ = H+ίn(V(Γ))-E+(V(Γ)). lϊdVis not
favored ( + ), then rdv = 0 and the expansions agree. But if d V is not favored ( + ),
then V=Λ and maximal (JF+) is equivalent to maximal (gF+). Hence by
Lemma 2.2 the configuration of Proposition 3.1 is actually the ground state
configuration in V+ . [Here we use the fact that if 7 is favored ( + ), then y is favored
in V(y)+ and so σmin(F(y)+) = σmίn(F+)fF(y).] Hence in this case H+in(V)
= E+(V), and (3.6), (3.7) are equivalent in all cases. Thus it is sufficient to prove
(3.7), assuming (3.6) for smaller F's. Note that if F is so small that there is no
favored ( + ) y with F(y)£ F, then (3.2) and (3.7) agree since there are no external
contours contributing to either sum.

By (3.2) and (3.6) we have

E+(V)= Σ Σ rr. (3.8)
γ maximal (£F + ) y' :V(γ')£V(y)

Comparing this with (3.7), we note that every favored ( + ) y' with F(yO g Fsatisfies
V(yf)ζ,V(y) for some y which is maximal (£F+). By Lemma 2.1, the external
contours which are maximal (ξF+) have nonintersecting F(y)'s. Therefore the
maximal ( ξ F + ) external contour y surrounding each favored ( + ) y' is unique. If y'
is not favored ( + ), then ry> = 0 and it does not contribute. This proves (3.7) and the
proposition. D

We now derive a formula relating ry to ry/'s with F(/) £ F(y). This formula will
be the basis for inductive estimates on the ry's. Let us consider the case that y is
favored ( + ), since otherwise ry = 0.

The ground state configuration in F(y)+ must have y as external contour [any
improvement in F(y)+ could be transferred to B(y) + , since y is favored in B(y)+~].
To see what happens inside F(y), look at the slightly smaller volume F(y). Clearly
θj= — 1 in F(y)\F(j); otherwise y would not be the external contour of the ground
state in F(y) + . Thus F(y) has minus boundary conditions. By the minus boundary
condition version of Lemma 2.2, the ground state configuration in F(y) ~ has for its
external contours the ones that are maximal (ζ F(y)~).
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We need to perform all the constructions of this section for minus boundary
conditions also. It is necessary to change Σ iM0 Σ — iMn (3-1) and elsewhere.

ieV ieV
By symmetry, changing the boundary condition is equivalent to reversing the sign
of the /ιf's. Thus we have instead of the definition (3.3) an equality

0, if y is not favored (—),

#min(F(y))-£-(F(y)), otherwise.

Here h is understood to represent all the /z/s on which ry depends.
Having described the ground state in F(y), we have the following formula for

the ground state energy:

inf #+(F(y)) = M+ Σ i** + Σ inf H
ieV(γ),ίφVty) y'maximal(gV(y)~) o\V(y')

for y' maximal (C V(γ) ~)

= M+ Σ ±ht+ Σ Hmin(F(/)). (3.10)
ίeV(γ) γ ' maximal (gV(γ)~)

We have used Lemma 2.1 to conclude that the maximal (£F(y)~) external
contours are nonintersecting and have nonintersecting enclosed volumes. From
(3.10) we obtain

HΪJV(y)) = \y\+ Σ ht+ Σ . Hmίn(V(f)). (3.11)
ieV(γ) γ' maximal (gV(γ)~)

Applying Proposition 3.2 and (3.3), we obtain

0 , if y is not favored ( + ) ,

Σ Λi+ Σ r/-fc)- Σ r^ft), (3.12)
ieF(y) y' : F(y') £F(y) y' : V(γ')£V(γ)

if y is favored ( + ) .

Notice that we have almost a sum of symmetrized random variables
rγ,(h) — rγ>(-h). Since these variables have mean zero, like the /z/s it should be
unlikely for them to exceed \γ\ in magnitude (the Imry-Ma argument). As this is
clearly a necessary condition for rγ<0, we see that ry is usually zero. This is
essentially how our argument goes. However, we need to work with aggregates of
the ry's to obtain good estimates.

Define

ry , if the number of such favored ( + ) γ is in [v, 2v) ,
y->Bfc,χ: |y |e[α,2α),

0, otherwise, (3.13)

δrk>a,w,v,x(h) = rkta^VίX(h)-rk9a>WίVίX(-h). (3.14)

Here a = 2m, w = 21, v = 2P for some m, /, p e Z. Now we define

if y is not favored ( + ) ,

t- Σ* 5rki«.w,v,*(fc),
ieF(y)

fίΛ _ ' ,
Cy() = \y\+ Σ ht- Σ* 5rki«.w,v,*(fc), if y is favored (3'15)
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The star indicates the following restrictions: w<23(N(y)~N°\ k^k(y), and
\BktX\V(γ)\<w. We define, in analogy with (3.13)

Σ cy(h),

if the number of such favored (+) y is in [v, 2v),
.0, otherwise.

The following proposition shows that cy(h) is a useful approximation to ry(h).

Proposition 3.3. // y is favored ( + ), then

Here *c indicates the complementary restrictions:

or

w(y') is defined by |F(/)| 6 [w(/), 2w(y/)) -4s α consequence, we have

Proof. Consider the terms rf(h) that should appear in (3.12): all y' with V(γ/) $ V(γ).
Clearly exactly one of the following conditions are satisfied:

|7(/)|e[w,2w) with vv<23(N(y)-"o); \v(y')\^23(N™-No} .

By Lemma 2. 1 if y' is favored ( + ), then either V(y*) C V(γ) or F(/) C F(y)c. Since no
external contours Y with V(y')cV(y)c and |F(/)|e[w, 2w) can belong to Bk x's
contributing to (3.15), all y7 contributing to (3.15) satisfy V(y")gV(y). Furthermore,
if v(γ/)=V(γ)9 then γ' = γ so that

-^ (3.19)

[We have used the elementary inequality |y|^6|F(y)|2/3.] Thus y' = y does not
occur in (3.15); all γ' contributing to (3.15) satisfy V(γ/)^V(γ). With this condition
satisfied, we have k(y^^k(y) automatically, and we need only notice that the
conditions on B(y") in (3.15) and (3.17) are complementary. Thus we have shown
that each γ' contributing to (3.12) contributes to exactly one of the sums in (3.15),
(3.17).

Next we consider the terms ry,( — h) that should appear in (3.12): all y'
with V(y/)QV(y). All nonzero terms should appear in (3.15) as there are no
others in (3.17). Any outer contour y0 in the ground state in V(y)~ with
dist(£(y0),y)<^2fc(yo) + 3 would have been joined with 7, by our construction of
external contours. [We are assuming that y is favored ( + ); this implies that it is
favored in F(y) + .] Hence we can assume there are no such outer contours in the
ground state in V(γ)~. By Lemma 2.2 there are no such maximal (£F(y)~)
external contours. The existence of any favored ( — ) external contour y0 with
dist(B(y0),y)^2fc(7o)+3 would imply the existence of a maximal (£ F(y)~) contour
even closer to y. Hence there are no such favored (—) external contours. Thus the
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limitation on Bkx in (3.15) does not remove desired ry>( — h) terms; all γ'
contributing to (3.12) belong to a BktXQV(γ).

In an analogous fashion we show that the limitation w<23(N(7)~ΛΓ°) in (3.15)
does not remove desired ry ( — h) terms. Any outer contour y0 in the ground state in
F(y)~ with |y0| ̂  22(N(y)"]Vo) would have been joined with γ. Hence there are no such
outer contours in the ground state in F(y)~. If γ' is favored ( —), F(y9£F(y),
|F(y')|e|>,2w), then

w^|F(yOl^iny0)l^|yol3 / 2<23 ( N ω-N o ), (3.20)

where y0 is the outer contour of the maximal (g F(y)~) external contour enclosing
/. [We have again used Lemma 2.2 to deduce that y0 is in the ground state in
F(y)~.] Thus all y' contributing to (3.12) are included in (3.15).

Lastly, we need to show that every ry,( — K) contributing to (3.15) is present in
(3.12) also, i.e. we must show that F(y')£F(y). We need the following lemma,
similar to ones used to prove Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Lemma 3.4. Let S2 be the set of plus spins in the ground state configuration in F2

+,
and let S1C V2 be the set of plus spins in the ground state configuration in Sϊ. Then
S,CS2.

Proof. We could prove the lemma directly, but it is simpler to reduce to the
situation considered in the proof of Lemma 2.1. First change all signs, so that
h-+—h, S2 is the set of minus spins in the ground state in F2~, and S^ is the set of
minus spins in the ground state in S f . Next define

F2 = F2u{z: i has a nearest neighbor in F2},

and put ht = — oo in F2\F2. This enforces σt = — 1 in F2\F2, so that S2u(F2\F2) is the
set of minus spins in the ground state in V+. (Actually it is a ground state
maximizing, rather than minimizing, the number of minus spins.) The argument in
the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that the configuration S1uS2u(F2\F2) has an
energy less than the energy of S2u(F2\F2), unless Sί CS2. As S2u(F2\F2) is the
ground state, this cannot happen, and we have SlcS2 Π

In the situation at hand, we take F2 = B(y)r\A and SΊ to be the set of plus spins
in the ground state in F(y') ~. This of course implies that S1 is the set of plus spins in
the ground state in Sjf. Since F(yO £ F(y)c and fc(y7) ̂  /c(y), we have that F(yO C B(γ).
Furthermore, F(y7) is always contained in Λ9 so we have Sί C F2 and the lemma

Fig. 8. Sites in the shaded region are in S^ and in SC

2. Hence /,y are as pictured on the right
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applies. Suppose that V(y')<ZV(y). We have also V(yr)(tV(y)c, and in addition
V(y)<tV(y/) because otherwise we would have w(γ)^2*ww-*ύ as in (3.19).
Therefore there is at least one site in V(y)r\V(y/) that is adjacent to V(y)c and to
V(y/)c (see Fig. 8). Being adjacent to V(y/)c means it is in Sί9 and being adjacent to
V(y)c means it is in S°2. This contradicts Lemma 3.4, which says that S1CS2. Hence

This completes the proof of (3.17). The inequalities (3.18) follow immediately,
because r(h)^0. D

4. Probability Estimates for the Induction Step

In this section we formulate an induction hypothesis on the distribution of the
random variables ck ) f l > w > V ) X(/ι). This is used to estimate the distribution of sums of
random variables δrkt0tW tVtX(h). Finally we verify the induction hypothesis,
assuming some entropy estimates from Sect. 5.

Proposition 4.1. Let

Γ 9 ~1
-Iog2- \<N.

There exists a constant c0 > 0 such that for any R^O,

. (4.1)

We will work using an induction on N. Note that by (3.18), the estimate (4.1)
holds for r k ι β f W f V > J C (ή) and for 5rM f W f V f j e(ή); we have

^,«,w,v,^)^^,α,w,v,x(^)^^/c,fl5w,v,x(^) (4-2)

Furthermore, since δrkίίlfW^ίX(h) is symmetric, we have the same estimate for the
probability that δrk > α > w > v x(h)>R.

Let X; e 2kZ3, i = ί, .'. .', n be such that \xt - xr ^ 2fe + 3 for all i φ Γ. Then since ry

depends only on h\B(γ)9 and since BktXiΓιBktXί, = φ9 the <5rfe?αj>v>Vs;Cι(/z)'s are
independent random variables. In order to estimate the probability distribution of

n

Σ <5 r/c,fl,w,v,;c f?
 we work with the moment generating functional for <5r f c > a > w > v > j c..

i= 1

Define
fts) = l<f>λty)dy, (4.3)

where λt(y) is the probability density for δrk >α >w > v >X(, that is,

ι β,w. ϊ >, ι6(Λ1 >Λ2)). (4.4)
xί

The above-mentioned estimates on δrfcι(J w v x. imply that

vα2

(4.5)
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We use c to denote constants that may depend on c0. All other constants
Λ/o, c, cl9... can be chosen independently of c0. The second inequality follows from

a2 c\γ\2 . k

w
N(a, w) ̂  Iog2 — + c ̂  Iog2 diam(y) + c ̂  k + c. (4.7)

a

We prove (4.6) by noting that the maximum |7(y)|, given \y\ and diam(y), is
achieved at a cylinder-like shape with |7(y)| &L2 diam(y), L being approximately
the radius of the cylinder. We have |y|^cLdiam(y) so that |y|2/|7(y)|§;cdiam(y).
For (4.7) we need only note that |7(y)| ̂  |y| diam(y).

From (4.5) we see that λ^y) is dominated by a delta function at y = 0, hence the
need to be careful about endpoints in (4.4).

For convenience we define

B = B(v, a, w) = ε2vw exp [c0(logJV(α, w))2] . (4.8)

Lemma 4.2. Let s be real. For \s\ ̂  2va/B,

1/^)1^ l+e-^2/2β, (4.9)

and for any s,

|/^)| ̂ exp(525/4). (4.10)

Proof. By symmetry, we can take s^O. If s^2va/B, then

ll (e2"»B-l)λίy)dy
o +

D 0

by integration by parts, where

4-00= ϊ ^Od/ = Pr(δr f c f β f W f V t J C ί >y). (4.11)
y +

Hence we have

i(s) - 1 1 ̂  I
B o

B o

The last inequality holds because by (4.5), a2/B^>ί. This proves (4.9).
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The bound (4.12) extends immediately to complex 5, \s\^2va/B. Hence
Cauchy's theorem implies that

|//'(s)| ̂  c (^)2 e~(va)2/2B » M ̂  vα/B (4.13)

Furthermore we have /•(()) = 1, and by symmetry /.'(O) = 0. Hence for s^va/B,

provided

(vα)2

But this is true because a2/B$> 1. This proves (4.10) for
Next consider 5 > va/B. We have

o +

0

^ l+csBll2e-™e?2BI4£l+e-(va)2l2Be?2B/4. (4.15)

We have used α ̂  1 , and

B ̂  v23fc exp [c0GogΛΓ(α, w))2] g cv2(3 + ?/)k ̂  ((vfl)2/,B)8 , (4.16)

which follows from (4.7), (4.5). (Here η is a fixed small positive number, say η = 1/4.)
Now the right-hand side of (4.15) is bounded by es2β/4, since

<*2*/4(l_<r<w>2^ (4.17)

This completes the proof. D

Lemma 4.2 gives us the information we need to estimate the distribution of
sums of δrki0tWtVtX(hys. The bound (4.9) gives rise to an exponentially decaying
distribution, while (4.10) yields a Gaussian falloff which is better for large values of
the sum. These two behaviors reflect corresponding behaviors in (4.1): Exponential
for small R, Gaussian for large R. There is a third domain of very rapid, Gaussian
falloff for the distributions of sums of δrk>atWtViX(hys for very small values of the
sum. This behavior (reflecting the central limit theorem for these random
variables) arises from an improvement of the bound in (4.9) to
exp[s2 exp( — c2fe/2/£2)], see (4.14). However, we prove in the following lemma only
what will be needed for the induction step.
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Lemma 4.3. // χt e 2*Z3, \xt - xr| ̂  2fe+ 3, ί/zerc for R ̂  0,

Σ ίrJ k i β i W i V i,<(Λ)< -n £exp[-K2/(*B)] , (4-18)
i = l

(4.19)

Proof. Let F(s) denote the moment generating functional as in (4.3) for λF, the
density for ^δrktatWtVtXi(h). As these are independent random variables, this
density is a convolution of /^(j/J's, so by Lemma 4.2,

,
e χ p n s ; anys (4.20)

This yields

, . . . - « ) = f
i = l / -co

Putting s = 2va/B and using the first bound in (4.20), we obtain (4.19). If we take
s = 2R/(nB) and use the second bound in (4.20), we obtain (4.18). D

Corollary 4.4. There is a constant cl >0 such that for arbitrary {jxj and R^O,

=ι

' expC-c0(log]V(α,w))2]1, (4.21)
J

(4.22)

The same estimates hold for

Proof. The sites {xt} can be divided into at most 83 subsets, each of which satisfies
n

the condition in Lemma 4.3. In order for the event Σ ^rk,a,w,v,Xί(^) < — # to hold,

at least one subset S must satisfy Σ $rk a w v * (Ό< — R/%3- Each subset satisfies
ieS ' ' ' ' '

\S\ ̂  n/83, hence by Lemma 4.3 the probability is bounded as in (4.21), with cv = 83.
Similarly, (4.22) follows using (4.5) and

w))2]^^-2-*fc. (4.23)

The other estimates hold by symmetry. D
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Lemma 4.5. There is a c2 > 0 such that for any R ̂  0,

/ n \ / R2 \
Pr Σ/**<-* Uexp-~, (4.24)z

and similarly for Pr ( Σ ^ί> R
ί=l

Proof. As we have chosen a Gaussian distribution for each ht, the sum has
probability density (2πnε2)~1/2exp(-j;2/(2ra;2)), and (4.24) follows easily. D

Let us now consider a particular random variable C£> 5 >w,v,jc(Ό From (3.16),
(3.15) we see that for each fc, α, w, v there is a certain subset of 2k%3r\Bk tX of sites x
with <5r M f W f V f J C contributing to c ,̂̂ ,*- Denote this subset by VktW(γ), where
γ = {γ.} is the collection of favored ( + ) external contours jt^BkiX with |y f | 6 [α, 2α),

l e IX 2w). [These are just the y's contributing to (3.16).] We have

where J£ fW(y) is the set of all x such that \BktX\V(γ)\<w. Let us define also V(γ)
= U ^(y) Note that w^23/c = |BfcsJC|/83, so that an x can satisfy this condition for

y e y
at most one γ e γ; there is no overlap of δr's contributing to different cy's in (3.16).

The subset VktW(y) is a generalization of the notion of coarse-grained contours
introduced in [14]. If we put w = \BktX\/2, then Vkί w(γ) would be essentially the same
as the volume enclosed by γ after coarse-graining as in [14] on the scale 2k+ 3. For
smaller w, more of the structure of γ is preserved in Vk^(y). The corresponding
increase in entropy will be balanced by improved probability estimates for small w.

It is not sufficient to apply Corollary 4.4 to the Vk^(y)^ introduced above;
some additional coarse-graining is needed. For this we use the same procedure as
in [14], rescaled to 2kZ3. Specifically we introduce

(4.25)

Here ck>/y) is the cube consisting of all sites x e 2kZ3 with

^elX-i^JV + ̂  ), μ=U,3.

To handle the field terms, we introduce

/y)= U c0./y),
3-sWχv)

Xy) = {y e 2^Z3 : \coj(y)n

Note that Fk>w,0(y) = Ffc,w(y), F0(y) = F(y). Also the sets Vk<wJ(y), yey are
nonoverlapping, as are the sets Vj(i), y e y .
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These definitions lead to the following expansion for c^άt^t^ίX(K). The
collection of favored (+) external contours γ is determined by fc, ά, w, v, x, and h. If

[v, 2v), then c^άt^^i5i.(h) = 0. Otherwise, we have

Cϊ.a.*.v, s(A)=ΣM+ Σ Γ Σ ht- Σ Λ,l
yey j=l L l e V j - d γ f t V j t f ) leVjtfWj-1(?) J

+U K jΣ *«+ Σ. w<maχ ΣN(y)_Noi

y e y

ΣΓ N < a > W )"3^Σ Γ Σ δr t > β > W f ϊ > x(h)
β,v <. ;=ι L^^fc.^.jivH^fc.w.j-iiW

Σ ^fc a w v x(

Σ Σ
7=1 fc,w,α,v t 7= 1

(4.26)

In the last line we have defined A, Hf, HN, Δ f , AN by the corresponding
expressions above. If N(ά, w) — 3k < 1, then we define J# to be the whole sum,

ΔN= Σ 5rM f W f V i J C(Λ), J/^zir = 0.
^eFk ) W(y)

The following lemma will be extremely important in controlling the deterio-
ration of our main estimate (Proposition 4.1) as the size of contours increases.

Lemma 4.6. All pairs (α, w) contributing to Cfc,α,w,v,jc(Ό ™ (4.25) satisfy

w). (4.27)

/w particular, Proposition 4.1 (the induction hypothesis) can be applied to such
(α, w).

Each time an induction step is performed, our estimate (Proposition 4.1)
deteriorates; basically the exponent in (4.1) acquires some inverse powers of ft. The

w
estimate (4.27) helps by making iterations sparse - only log3/2 Iog2 — induction

steps are used in estimating c Λ > f l > W f V ) J c . Hence the total factor of deterioration,
represented by the factor exp[ — c0 (logΛΓ(α, w))2] in (4.1), is no worse than 2~ηk,η
small. Ultimately the sparsity of iterations was achieved by our construction of
external contours, whereby large contours within an outer contour were joined
with the outer contour.

[2 wΊ
-Iog2— , α^cw2/3, we have

(4.28)
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The last inequality follows from the condition w^max23(N(y)~No) in (4.26); the
yeγ

external contour y has |y| e [ά, 2ά), \V(y)\ e [w, 2w). Choosing AΓ0 appropriately, we
have a bound 2ΛΓ(δ *) on (4.28), which yields (4.27). D

Noting that A^va, we can estimate the probability that c^ά^^^(h)< —R by

This works because

1 pV(«,w)-/c

4 + , ,£

so that at least one of the above events must occur if the H , A terms in (4.26) are to
be less than — A — R. Note that there are at most cfc3 choices of w, α, v, given fe,
because w^23fc, α^c23fe, v^22fc. This yields (4.30).

In order to estimate (4.16) we need bounds on the volumes of difference regions
Vj-ι(y)\Vj(y)> etc 5 and some entropy estimates. The following two propositions
will be proven in Sect. 5.

Proposition 4.7. There is a constant c3 such that for any γ contributing to

^k,ά,w, v, Jcvv'

, (4.31)

2JW-2'3vά. (4.32)

Proposition 4.8. Let y vary over all possible collections of external contours that
could contribute to Cfc,α,w,v,x(^) ιw (3.1 6) /or some h, that is,

y = {yi^BϊtsJ=l9...9μmthμelv92V9\yAefa^

The number of resulting Vffl's is less than exp(c/2~2j'vo). The number of resulting
VktWtffis is less than exp(c(/ + /c)2"2 /w~2/3vά).

The estimates involving FJ(y)'s are similar to ones proven in [14], the only
difference being that we have more complicated contours.

Note that Proposition 4.7 allows us to estimate the "final volumes" VN(άt^)(y)

and ^ w j v f i * - 3 f c ( y ) We have

.Σ |Kχy)\^-ι(iOl^cvw + c2w<ί *'vδ^cv1v, (4.33)
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because 2N(ά>*}^c(w/ά)2/3 ^cw/ά. Similarly,

N(a, w) - 3fc

\vk.w.N(s,»)-3k(γ)£\vktVf(γ)\ + .Σ ir* fwj(yTOwj-i(iOI

^c2~ 3fcvtt> + c2*(α~' *> ~ 3kw ~ 2/3vά ^c2~ 3fcvw . (4.34)

Let us use these propositions and Lemma 4.5 to bound the Jff-terms in (4.29) by

2N(ά, w) sup exp[ς/2 ~ 2jvά - (vά + R)2/(c/2jvβε2)]
l^ j^JV(α,w)

+ exp[cΛΓ(ά, w)2-2N(a *>vά-(vά + R)2/(cvwε2y] . (4.35)

For each term in (4.35) the second (energy) term in the exponential is much larger
than the first (entropy) term. For example, we have

N(ά, w)2 " 2N(*> ^vά ^c2~ 3]V(Λ~' ")/2 vά £ cvά2/w . (4.36)

The largest term is the last, because

j*23vά£ c23N(fl"'")/2vά^ cvw . (4.37)

Hence (4.35) is bounded by exp[ — (vαH-^)2/(cvwε2)], using

2ΛΓ(ά, w) + 1 ̂  exp(c2fc) g exp(cvα2/w) . (4.38)

Next consider a J-term withj<2 f c / 2 in (4.29), estimating it using (4.32) and the
geometric mean of (4.21) and (4.22):

Pr 3rΛ+ < - i exPCJ k /

a
\cj2k5 J \cj2k5 J

•(c1c3ε
22Jw~2/3vαvw)~1exp[-c0(logA/'(fl?w))2] .

(4.39)

The third term in the exponential dominates the first, because
^ca2~2ηk; all factors; or k can be compensated with 2~2 j or 2~ηk. Similarly the
third term dominates the second; we use a\soj22J^es2k/2lε2. Finally, as in (4.37) we
can bound

j*2jw ~ 2/3 vαvw ̂  N(ά, w)42N(ά> *> ~ 3few1/3 vvα ̂  c2 " 3 fevww 1/3v ̂  cvw

in the last term. (We use v^23/c/w^22fe.) This yields the following estimate:

(4.39) ̂  c, exp Γ - ̂ f? k~ 10 exp [ - c0(log N(a, w))2l . (4.40)

If/g;2k/2, then we use (4.21) only, yielding the bound (4.39) with only the first
and last terms in the exponential. The last term dominates the first because its
power of 2~j is lower; its extra factors w1 / 3v~ 1 are bounded below by)"4. We still
have the bound (4.40), as it was derived using the last term in the exponential only.
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Next we consider the last term in (4.29), and let us suppose N(ά, w) < 2k/2. It can
be bounded as in (4.39):

^^ck

V eft' ) \ ck* J — ̂

(4.41)

7 = max{0,N(α, w) — 3/c}. The third term in the exponential dominates the
first, as before. It dominates the second, because w/ά^c2*N(°'*)/2^cexp(c2k/2).
Thus from the last term we obtain an estimate as in the right-hand side of (4.40). We
use vwSΞ23 k.

Finally we suppose N(ά, w) ̂  2fc/2, and take only the first and last terms in the
exponential in (4.41). Energy beats entropy because

(j + k)2 ~ 2 'w ~ 2/3 ̂  cN(ά, VP)2 " 2N(fl' w)26fc

^ cN(ά, w)2 - *(Λ' vv)/2(α/w)26/c g ck ~ 1 °(fi/w) ,

and we again obtain (4.40) as an upper bound.
We have proven the following estimate on (4.29):

Σ 2c,
k,w,a,v,j

Γ -
I

• exp - _ k~ 10 exp [ -
Co V W

l .• exp[-c0(log2JV(ά, w)/3)2] . (4.42)

Here we have used Lemma 4.6 and the bounds w, α, v^c23/c, j^N(a, w),
k ̂  dV(β, w). This last bound follows from 2k ̂  w and the restriction w < 23(N(y) " ̂
in (4.26). Putting L = logΛΓ(ά, w), logf = — c5, we have

w)10 exp[c0(log2JV(ά,

g exp [c0L
2 - 2c0^L + c0δ

2 + 10L + Iog2c] ̂  exp(c0L
2) ,

for CQ a sufficiently large constant. (Note that L>δ.) Hence (4.42) is bounded by

J ,cP exp - exp [ - c0(logN(ά, w))2]

and the bound (4.1) easily follows. This completes the induction step in the proof of
Proposition 4.1.
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5. Entropy Estimates

This section is devoted to proving Propositions 4.7 and 4.8. We begin with a lemma
estimating the areas of our coarse-grained contours.

Lemma 5.1. For any external contour γ,

(5.1)

(5.2)

Here Wj(γ)9 WktWtj(γ) are regarded as subsets of2jZ3, 2j+kZ3

9 respectively.

Proof. The bound (5.1) was proven in [14]. It is essentially a special case (w « 23fc) of
the estimate

|δH.Λy)l^cw-2>3 |y|, (5.3)

which we now prove. If (x,Oe<9Ffc>vv(y), then \BktX\V(γ)\<w, \BktX\V(γ)\^w, or
vice versa. This implies that U = Bk xvBk > J C / has the property that w^|l/\F(y)|
<w+i23(fc+3). Putting R = U\V(y)JwQ have that |δjR|^cw2/3. We claim that
\γr\dR\^cw2/3 also. If we translate plaquettes of dRny parallel to themselves to
317, we find that a nontrivial fraction of plaquettes of dRndU are covered.
Otherwise we would have |C7\F(y)| approaching |t/|, violating the inequality
above. This implies that \dRny\*zc\dRndU\9 which yields the claim.

Only a few sets U share portions of γ. This implies (5.3). To obtain (5.2), recall
that W£ f W f /y) is obtained from VktW(γ) by the standard coarse-graining procedure,
rescaled to the 2fc-lattice. Hence we can combine (5.1) and (5.3) to obtain

The proof is completed by summing over γ e γ. D

Proof of Proposition 4.7. We prove only (4.32), since (4.31) is similar (see [14]).
Suppose that y e VktWtJ{γ)\VktWj- ι(γ), y e 2k+jZ*. Then the cube ckj(y) contains a
pair of nearest neighbor cubes c^j-^x), cfc>J _1(x/) with

i230'- 1} < I vkt w(y)n(ckj. ΛX)^ ,,._ ^xO)! ύ^~ » ,

for some y e γ.
As above, this implies that a section of d Vkt w(y) of size c22j lies in these cubes. As

in (5.3), each bond in 3Ffc>w(y) yields a section of y of size w2/3. Since
l*ί.w,Xy)ncfcf/y)| = 23', we have

and the second half of (4.32) follows by summing over y e y. The first half is proven
similarly. D

Proof of Proposition 4.8. We again concentrate on the estimates for regions
Vkt w,/τ), the estimates for Vj(y) being simpler. We show that the number of possible
VktWtJ{γ)'s9 as y varies over external contours belonging to Bk x with |y| e [ά,2α),
|F(y)| e [w, 2w), is less than exp(c(/ + fc)2~2jw~2/3α). This implies the bound in the
proposition, because V k t W t J { y ) is a disjoint union of less than 2v t^, w,/y)'s as above.
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A basic element of this proof is the following bound. Let n(P, D) be the number
of possible collections of contours built from P plaquettes and such that there

p
exists a walk {xi}1<i<p of length D= Σ 2\χi~χi-ι\ connecting the centers of the

ί = l

plaquettes to a fixed point x0. Then

. (5.4)

To prove this, consider the number of P-step walks of total length D. We have to
P

partition D into D = Σ &i with d{ eTL, d^l. The number of such partitions is

D —
^(cD/P)p. Given {dj, the number of walks is bounded by Π (cdt)

3 in
-Γ / i= 1

three dimensions. Constraining the sum of the d/s to be D, the product is
maximized when the factors are equal. Hence it is bounded by (cD/P)3P. This yields
(5.4).

We now estimate the number of possible Wi,w , (y)'s, or equivalently, the
number of possible collections of contours in 2k+jZ* that could be dWktWj(γ).
Recall our construction of external contours. Starting with an outer contour
Γ0-+Bkta we added outer contours yα in F(Γ0), either because yα is connected to a yβ

with dist(B(yp, Γ0) ̂  2fc(yα) + 3 through a chain of pairs (/, /') with dist(B(y% £(/'))
<^2min{ fe(y')> fe(y'»+3

? or because \γΛ\^22(N(Γo)~N°\ This produced Γl9 and if N(Γ^)
< N(ΓQ), then we continued with Γ2, Γ3, etc.

As a preliminary step, we choose one plaquette in 2k+jZ3 which is to be within a
distance 2k+j of Γ0. There are less than c23^cα3 possibilities. Next we choose the
integers N(ty, 1 = 0,1,2,.... These are a decreasing sequence, with N(Γ0)^ck
^ c logά. We also choose those / such that Γl+1\/J is to lie within a distance 2k+j of

(y). Denote these integers / 0 </ 1 < There are at most 2clogα choices of
, and similarly for the choices of {/μ}. Hence all these initial choices can be

subsumed in a factor <f^exp(c(/ + /c)2~2jw~2/3ά). We are using the fact that

22 V/3 ^ 22j+2k ^ 22N(ά> v ̂  c(w/α)4/3 ̂  cά2/3 ̂  cα . (5.5)

We will connect the plaquettes of SWktWj(y) to the chosen plaquette through a
tree graph of steps connecting centers of plaquettes. First we describe the trunk
(£.}5 ί= 1, 2, ..., which is a walk of some of the plaquettes, starting at ί0, the center
of the chosen plaquette. Then we describe the branches, which are walks starting at
the ίj's.

The first few steps connect ί0 to some plaquettes within 2k+j of Γh+1\Γh. We
break Γlo+ί\Γlo into components as follows: Contours y^yβ in Γlo + 1\Γlo are
connected if

When /o = 0, we exclude the components that would be connected to Γ0. For each
remaining component, we choose one plaquette within a distance 2k+j, if this is
possible. By construction, each component should have area at least 22(N(Γl^~N°\
Hence there are no more than

c\Γlo+ ΛJΪJ2
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components. These are supposed to lie in V(Γlo), which is connected, hence the
plaquettes can be walked with a distance less than c|F(/J0)|. By (5.4), rescaled to the
lattice 2fc+J'2£3, the number of such walks is less than

= \Γlo\ °

^ exp (cN(Γ^2 - 2N(Γ<Jά) . (5.6)

We continue choosing the next sections of the trunk {ί, }. We choose plaquettes
near components of each Γt + j\/J , μ = 1, 2, .... The number of choices for the μth

section is bounded as above by exp(c./V(/]fj)2~2N(Γ'»)α). Hence the total number of
possible trunks is bounded by

)2~2N(Γ'' )a\ ^exp(dV(y)2~2Nωα) , (5.7)

since N(Γlμ+ί)^N(Γlμ)-l, N(ID^N(γ). Finally, we note that by (5.5), 2N(y) + c
^2/+f Iog2w, so that (5.7) is bounded by exp(c(/ + fc)2~2jw~2/3α).

Having estimated the entropy for positions of the large contours in F(Γ0), we
can proceed to choose the rest of dWk^wj(y). The trunk has been constructed so
that at most a distance c\γ\ is required to connect the rest oidWktWtj(y) to it. This is
because every plaquette in dWktVVtj(γ) must lie within 2k+j of a portion of y that is
connected as above and close to some t{. Each such portion of 7 can be walked in a
distance of the order of its area - large steps are needed only to reach comparably
large contours. Hence the sum of the lengths of the required branch walks is less
than φ|.

The total number of plaquettes in SWk>w>j(y) is less than P = c2~2jw~2/3\y\.
Certainly this is also a bound on the number of steps in the trunk. Hence a factor
exp(c2~2Λv~2/3 |y|) allows us to choose which steps in the trunk will acquire
branches. We need to partition the plaquettes for attachment into subsets which
will form the branches. There are at most 2P possibilities, again bounded by
exp(c2~2jw~2/3|y|). We are now in a situation considered in the single walk case,
having to choose at most P steps of total length less than c|y|, or c2~k~j\y\ in
2k+jZ3. Hence the number of possible sets of branches, with starting points and
numbers of steps specified as above, is less than

Gathering together all combinatoric factors, we obtain an estimate
c(/ + fc)2""2jw~2/3fl) on the number of possible WktVVj(y)9s. This completes the

proof. D

6. Long-Range Order in the Random-Field Ising Model

We are now in a position to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Let us avoid the set of
measure zero on which the ground state configuration in Λ+ is non-unique. We
have the following formula for the ground state configuration σmίn(Λ+):

mim A+\ ( ~" 1 > if * E ^00 f°r some favored ( + ) external contour 7,
σt (A )= < . (6.1)

( 1 , otherwise.
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Here S(γ) = {ieV(γ):(ήΛin(V(γ)+)=-l}. This formula holds because as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1, S(y) ££(/), where y'is the maximal (£/L+) external contour
with F(y)£F(yO By Lemma 2.2, as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we have

y')+) = σmίn(Λ+)\V(y/), which yields (6.1).

Proof of Theorem 1.1. From (6.1) and the fact that rγ ̂  0 [strict inequality only if y is
favored ( + )], we have an estimate

Σ ry<0\^Pτ( Σ Σ r f c i β f W t V f 3 C
γ:ieV(γ) J \k,x:ieBk>x a,\v,v

We apply (4.2) and our main estimate, Proposition 4.1, to bound this by

ί vα2

Σ exp < - — exp [ - c0(logΛΓ(α, w))
M . W . V . J C [ ε w

00

^ Σ c/c3exp(-c2fc(1-^/ε2)^exp(-C/ε2). (6.2)
fc = 0

This yields (1.3) and the theorem. D

Next we prove a strong result about the approach to the infinite volume limit.

Theorem 6.1. The limit

exists for each i e Z3, with probability 1 . Furthermore, there exists a constant C > 0
that for any n,

./0r any ie^^expί-Cn^Vε2). (6.4)

Consequently, for any j/cZ3 wiίft max|i|^w/2,

Π σf n(Λπ

+)- Π - Cn1 -'/e2) . (6.5)

Proo/. Let us define provisionally σ™in by the right-hand side of (6.1), where we put
Λ = Z3 in the definition of favored ( + ). [Thus y is favored (+) if it is favored in
B(y)+ instead of (B(y)nΛΓ)+ .] Then if we verify (6.4), we obtain (6.3) automatically:
To see that the limit exists with probability 1 we need only observe that the
following statement is true. For any δ>0 there exists an n such that with
probability 1-δ, σf\Λ+) = σfn for all m^2n.

We now prove (6.4). By (6.1) and the analogous statement for σmin, σfin(Λm) can
differ from σ™in for some ieΛn only if there is an external contour y with
V(y)r\Λn φ 0 which is favored ( + )mΛm but not in Z3, or vice versa. If V(y)nAn φ 0,
then #(y)Vlmφ0 only if 2k(7)^(m — n)/8. Only such external contours can feel the
difference between Λm and Z3. Hence

^ Σ Σ Σ Σ
m^2n fe^log2(m-n)/8 Λ;: β ί C ι Xnyl nΦ0 α,\v,v

Γίn for any ί

v

(6.6)
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Here the superscripts on the r's indicate the volume used in defining that random
variable. Note that 4^] fW>v>JC is independent of ΛϊorBkxcΛ. Proposition 4.1 yields
the following bound on (6.6):

Σ Σ cn3k3exp(-c2fe(1-^/ε2)
m^2n /c^log2(m-«)/8

^ Σ c^expt-cm^Vfi^expt-c^-Yε2). (6.7)

This yields (6.4), completing the proof of the theorem. D

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Defining τ^l — σ^β, we easily obtain (1.9) from the
estimate

cli- rVε2). (6.8)

We have that

_ f 1 , if i e S(γ) with y favored ( + ) ,
1 JO , otherwise .

Similarly τtτj= 1 precisely when both sites lie in some S(y), y favored ( + ) - not
necessarily the same y. Let £t denote the event "i e S(y), y favored ( + )", and let et

denote the event "z'eS(y), y favored ( + ), /c(y)^log2 |/ — j \ / l 6 " . Define similarly
EJ9 βj. We have

τ7fJ=Pr(£ί and Ej)

= Pr(et and e^ + Pr^ and Ej but not et or e})

= Pr(βf) Pr 0;) + Pr (£4 and Ej but not βf or ej) , (6.9)

where in the last step we have used independence oϊei9 ej9 which depend only on ht

for \i-l\<\ί-j\/2, respectively \j — l\<\i-j\/2. In a similar fashion we have

fj - Pr (£;) - Pr fe) + Pτ(Et but not βί) (6.10)

and the analogous statement with j replacing i. Hence

|τy^— ff fy l = |Pr(£f and £,- but not ef or ej)

but not βj) - Pr(ey) Pr(£f but not ej

^ but not ei)Pr(Ej but not ^ )|

. but not g ) + Pr(£ but not )̂

Σ Σ 2Pr(rk j f l,w,V j : c<0)
x:ieBkjXorjeBk>x a,w,v

Σ
fc>log2|ί-j|/16

c|i-jrVβ2), (6.11)

which is (6.8). D

Finally, it is worth describing what our expansion yields about the free energy.
Using the subadditive ergodic theorem [17], it can be shown that the free energy
per site exists and is independent of the magnetic field configuration with
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probability 1 (similarly for the magnetization per site). We can see this directly
from our expansion, with precise estimates on the rate of approach following from
the bounds of Sect. 4. Define the free energy per site as

nft f+CΛ). (6.12)
\Λn

By (3.1), (3.6) we have

mfH+(Λn) = Σ r y - Σ i V (6-13)
σ\Λn y:V(Λ)gΛn ieΛn

Hence

/^HΛΓ1 Σ ^α.w^x-IAΓ1 ΣiV (6-14)
fe ,α,w,v,x ieΛ n

The second term converges to zero, with probability 1, by the central limit
theorem. For each fc, a, w, v there are 83 sublattices of 2kZ3 on which the rMf W f V t x's
are independent random variables. They are identically distributed, except for x
with dist(x,dΛn)<2k+2. But the distribution of these r f c > f l j W > v > J C 's obey uniform
bounds (by Proposition 4.1 and the inequalities c k f β f W ι V f : c ^r k f α t W f V f X ^0) . Hence
the boundary terms approach zero. Applying again the central limit theorem, we
have

(6.15)

where r k ) f l > W f V > 0 is calculated in any Λn with n>2k + 2. This limit is of course
independent of the magnetic field configuration. Proposition 4.1 easily yields

'Yε2), (6.16)

which implies that

(6.17)
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